
Name: Lady Rannveig Hraejshvelgsneys Alfvinsdottir (Renee Schmutz-Sowards)

Type of Garment: A set of two Tudor flat caps, or “bonnets”. Most strongly associated

with 16th century Tudor England, but seen throughout the 15th century as well.

Inspiration/Based on: I was inspired by similar hats seen throughout Tudor era portraits

and art, as well as several extant knitted caps currently housed at the Victoria And Albert

Museum and the extant caps detailed in “Patterns of Fashion 3: The Cut and Construction of

Clothes for Men and Women c1560-1620”  by Janet Arnold.

Why this project? : Probably my first sewing project ever in my SCA career was a flat cap,

copied pretty much directly from a cap bought for me by my Mom at our first Pennisc. I was

14-ish, thought it was A Very Cool Hat, and felt I needed one in every color.

I have now been making the same basic cap off and on for…a lot…of years, and recently, as I

looked at some fabric and thought “I could make a flat cap out of that!” it also occurred to me

that maybe it was time to actually do a little research and look into the history of this style cap

and how they might have been produced in period.

*I am actively working on improving and gaining more skill in my A&S

documentation. As such I welcome any constructive criticism or advice

on how I can improve my documentation on future projects.
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Cap 1: Yellow cap

For the first cap, I decided to copy, to the best of my ability and with materials largely on hand,

the first of two Tudor flat caps mentioned in Patterns of Fashion 3. I was intrigued by the body

and thickness of this cap, compared to the relatively thin and floppy caps I had been making and

wearing previously.

Materials used:

My fabric choice was a yellow low-nap faux fur type fabric. I doubt there are any natural fibers
harmed in the making of this fabric, but it was something I had on hand and had plenty to
experiment with. I also feel it plausibly mimics the look of the rya wool fabric used for the
extant cap. The description and look of the rya wool intrigued me, and I was eager to try a hat
made out of (what I think may be) a similarly lush and substantial fabric.

In Patterns of Fashion 3 the author describes the brim of the hat as possibly stiffened with a
pasteboard or paper that has since deteriorated. Rather than pasteboard, I chose to use Pellon
Peltex 70 non-fusible interfacing. I’ve used it often to shape hats for theater productions and in
modern millinery, and feel comfortable that it successfully mimics the stiffness of period
available materials while also allowing my cap to stand up to the abuses of storage, packing, and
travel that my SCA clothes are regularly subjected to.

The author notes that a scrap of felt sat in the crown of the cap, and surmises that it was
originally a round piece that went into the crown to give it a bit more body when it sat on the
head of the wearer. I had some very thick, almost furry, felted material on hand that I decided
to try using. It’s much thicker than modern craft felt, and even thicker than any of the actual
felted wools I have. The author seems to describe the felt used for these, and other hats in this
book, as being quite thick, so I felt this was a good option.

The cap brim is lined with a burgundy poly taffeta. The original brim was lined in a pink silk
taffeta that was possibly a replacement lining after the original black silk degraded. No mention
is made of any sort of lining in the crown of the cap. I chose not to line the top of the crown at
all. I was concerned about the thickness at the seams, since I was using a thick fabric plus a thick
felt in the crown already. I also hoped that the felt would help the cap grip the head a little
more when worn. I initially chose to inter-line the sides of the crown with more Peltex, but
ended up cutting it out after sewing together the two crown sections, as it was just too stiff and
caused the hat to sit completely flat, like a platter.

Pattern:

For this cap, I actually used my existing flat cap pattern. When I compared measurements to the

extant piece in PoF3 , my pattern was within an 1/8th of an inch give or take of the original, so I

did not feel I needed to redraft an almost identical pattern.
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Methods and techniques:

I sewed this cap entirely using machine sewing. The taffeta lining on the original brim looks like

the raw edges were turned under, and then it was sewn onto the brim after the hat was

completed. I chose to create a layered “sandwich'' of my outer fabric, interlining, and taffeta,

right sides together, and then stitch and turn right side out. It is a method I am very comfortable

with and I was in a bit of a time crunch, so if I could use modern machine sewing methods to

speed up the make, that’s what I did.

The inside opening of this cap is currently unfinished. I realized after sewing and trimming, the

opening was actually a bit too small to fit my head the way I prefer. Since this pattern is one I

have used often before, and it is usually a perfect fit, I think the issue is actually caused by the

rigidity and lack of give of the Peltex I used in the brim. For this cap my plan is to take apart the

brim and crown sections and trim the opening bigger. Then I will probably finish the edges of

the two sections completely, and hand stitch the two sections back together.

Final thoughts:

● As much as I enjoy working with Peltex 70 for many types of hats, I do not think it was

the right choice for the yellow cap. I think it is just too stiff and rigid. I found it took a lot

of manipulation and steaming to get the yellow cap into a shape I was happy with and

that looked like hats of that period. I think in the future I would like to experiment with

different types of felts and stabilizers, or possibly a linen/horsehair blend. Or perhaps

even a rag-type paper.

● I think if I were to make this cap again, I would attach the brim lining in the manner it

looks like they did on the original, instead of the stitch and flip method. I ended up with

quite a thick seam at the outside edge of the brim, and it took some work to get it to

turn nicely. I think I would have been better served hand stitching on the taffeta lining

after the cap had been assembled and raw edges turned in.

● Overall, I am not displeased with this cap. I learned a lot that I can put toward future

projects. I do love the yellow faux fur material. I can’t say for sure if it mimics rya wool

well or not, but I had a lot of fun using it for this project, and with a few tweaks, I think I

will enjoy wearing this cap quite a bit.
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Cap 2: Knitted cap

The second cap is a bit of a hybrid, drawing inspiration from two sources. While doing some of

my initial research, I came across quite a few extant knitted caps, and was particularly taken

with a remarkably well preserved split brim version at the V&A. I don’t knit, but I did have a

remnant of a 100% wool knit fabric, so I decided to see if I could mimic the look of a knit cap

using that fabric.

Since the original knitted caps were (I assume…like I said, I am *not* a knitter) knitted in one

piece to the shape of the hat, and I was working with flat yardage, I had to find a way to cut and

sew the fabric that would still have the look of the softly rounded knitted caps I admired. After

considering a few options, I ultimately went with the other flat cap found in Patterns of Fashion

3. This velvet cap features one large circle cut for the crown and shaped with 39 small darts

around the outside edge to create the crown shape, instead of the two piece donut+circle

combination that makes up the crown of the first cap.

Materials used:

My inspiration fabric for this cap was a kitten wool vest I had that had developed some holes,

and I wanted to re-use somehow.

Instead of using Pellon to give body to the brim, I chose to use the same thick furry felt I used in

the crown of the yellow hat. I hoped it would add to the softly rounded shape I was trying to

achieve. The brim is made up of a sandwich of wool knit + felt + wool knit.

The crown in the original cap is lined with a silk taffeta. Unfortunately the author does not

mention how this lining might have been attached or shaped. After considering several options I

chose to simply dart the lining fabric the same as I had the outer fabric, baste the two layers

together around the opening and treat it as one piece from then on. For the lining I chose a

brown poly blend with a body similar to taffeta.

Pattern:

For this cap, I scaled up the pattern directly from the gridded pattern and measurements

provided by Janet Arnold in PoF3. It was remarkably easy to scale, even with the assistance of

my feline assistant. (*pictures of assistant included for gratuitous cat-tax) The only real tweak I

made to the pattern is that the original has “39 evenly spaced dart tucks” shaping the crown.

Mine ended up with 40, because it was easier to draft out an even number and my cat is really

bad at math.
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Methods and techniques:

The most tedious part of this cap was marking and sewing 80 tiny darts. None of the chalk I had

would mark well on the knitted fabric, so I ended up painting in the dart lines using acrylic paint

and a very tiny brush. I then stitched all the darts on my machine.

Once the darts were finished, assembling the rest of the cap was very simple and

straightforward. The cap is almost entirely machine sewn, save for some hand done

whip-stitching around the inside opening. I had originally intended to fold over the fabric to

neatly cover the raw edge of the opening, but my fabrics were so thick there was no way I could

do that without distorting the whole shape of the cap. Instead, I tacked the layers together with

a quick and dirty whip- stitch.

I copied this pattern from the extant piece, and the opening should be about the same size as

the original would have been. Unfortunately this is a bit too big for my head. Since I want to do

a better finish on the opening anyway, I think in the future I may stitch some thick cording down

to both finish the edge neatly, and decrease the size of the opening slightly.

Final thoughts:

● It was not clear if the diagram and measurements for the pleated cap in Patterns of

Fashion 3 included seam allowance, so I went ahead and added seam allowance when I

cut out the fabric. I think, looking at the finished cap, this may have resulted in the cap

being slightly bigger overall than it should be, and of the proportions between the brim

and crown being not quite correct. Next time I think I will try not adding any seam

allowance and cutting straight from the diagram.

● Next I would like to experiment with the split brim seen on one of the knit caps and on

the Portrait of a Man in a Red Cap in my example images.

● I think I would have been better served had I fully finished the edges of the center

openings of the brim and crown sections, and then whip stitching the finished sections

together. I think this would give me a much neater finish. Unfortunately this only

occurred to me after I finished assembling both caps and was struggling with how to

neatly finish off the now very bulky edges.

● I am overall very pleased with the shape and softness of this cap. I can absolutely see

myself using this pleated crown method on future projects and I love how the thick

felted material works as a stabilizer/interlining. I think I need to track down more of this

type of felt!
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